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Abstract. Deep UBVRI-CCD Johnson photometry for 123 stars
in the densest region of IC 348 open cluster were obtained during three observational runs (October 1992, December 1993
and December 1994) at Calar Alto (Almerı́a, Spain). Colourcolour and colour-magnitude diagrams allowed us to classify
114 stars as members of the cluster and to confirm a large presence of pre-main sequence stars. Individual reddening values
were computed for the brightest members. The structure and
sub-clustering were discussed and a new sub-cluster was identified. On the assumption that all the stars in the cluster were
born at the same time, an age of 3-7 106 yr was derived from
PMS evolutionary models for low mass stars.
Key words: open clusters and associations: individual: IC 348
– stars: fundamental parameters – stars: pre-main sequence –
HR diagram

1. Introduction
The young open cluster IC 348 (C0341+321) is located in the
eastern part of the Perseus dark cloud complex, south of the
bright star o Persei. Most of the cluster is embedded in warm
dust and gas and it is only viewed through a partially transparent
region between two dark clouds near the centre of Perseus OB2
association. Using Vilnius photometry C̆ernis (1993) studied the
relationship between interstellar extinction and distance, postulating two absorbing dust layers in the direction of IC 348.
The first layer, (Av = 0.71 ± 0.27) at 160 ± 20pc, covers the
whole area of the cluster and is probably related with the Taurus dark cloud complex. The second layer, (Av = 2.0 ± 0.6)
at 260 ± 20pc has the form of a chain of condensations named
Send offprint requests to: E. Trullols
?
Based on observations made at the Centro Astronómico HispanoAlemán and the Observatorio Astronómico Nacional in Calar Alto,
Almerı́a, Spain
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L 1468, L 1470 and L 1471; IC 348 is physically associated
with L 1470. The bright stars illuminate surrounding dust and
gas forming a group of reflection nebulae, the best known associated with the brightest star BD+31o 643 of B5 V spectral type.
Dark clouds in the region were analysed in radio wavelengths
by Sancisi et al. (1974), Bachiller & Cernicharo (1986) and
Bachiller et al. (1987). IRAS sources in the area were studied
by Ladd et al. (1993).
The first studies in the region were carried out by Gingrich
(1922), Hubble (1922) and Greenstein (1948). In 1952, Blaauw
pointed out that the cluster could be a part of the Perseus OB2
association. Harris et al. (1954) observed the central part of
IC 348 and obtained UBV photometry of 12 stars and spectra
of 8 of them, thus allowing the MK classification. Strom et
al. (1974) performed UBVHKL measurements in a larger area
which included some embedded stars, suggesting that the visible
cluster may represent only a small part of the group. Herbig
(1954) detected 16 Hα emission stars in the IC 348 region that
could be classified as PMS stars.
Recently, Lada & Lada (1995) observed the region in the
near infrared JHK, covering an area of 385 square arc minutes,
and estimated a total of 380 star members, 20% of them with
infrared excess. They also identified 8 small sub-clusters (each
one contained 10-20 stars in a radius of 0.1-0.2 pc) outside the
half-mass radius of the cluster. From comparison with the stellar evolutionary models (containing PMS stars) and their observations, they conclude that star formation in IC 348 has been
a continuous process over the last 5–7 106 yr. Former evaluations of the age, made by Strom et al. (1974), range from 5 to
20 106 yr.
The paper by Preibisch et al. (1996) reports the first X-ray
analysis of the cluster. They detected 116 sources in very deep
pointings with ROSAT PSPC and HRI. Apart from previously
known members, they considered as probable cluster members
all the Hα emission line stars and 56 additional X-ray sources.
The observations by Lada & Lada (1995) were used to estimate
individual extinctions of the sources and hence X-ray luminosities. The derived properties of the sources detected were rather
similar to those of other young clusters. The authors also conclude that the ionization fraction of the molecular cloud can
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be considerably enhanced by the X-ray sources, and so they
influence the evolution of the cluster.
Historically, clusters have provided important information
about the process of star formation and the initial mass function
(IMF) because they are statistically significant groups of stars
assumed to have a common origin. However, mass segregation
and evaporation of low mass members make the determination
of the IMF uncertain since a significant fraction of the initial
mass can be lost in the process of emerging from molecular
clouds in which the stars are formed. So the observations of very
young embedded clusters are crucial in IMF determinations.
In this paper we report UBVRI-CCD observations of the
central region of IC 348 down to visual magnitude 21. These
observations are analysed in order to determine individual stellar relationship to the cluster, and faint members are identified.
The structure and sub-clustering in the densest region of IC 348
are analysed. A redetermination of the age of the cluster is performed using recent PMS evolutionary models on the assumption that all the stars were born at the same time.
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Deep UBVRI Johnson-Cousins CCD photometry was carried
out at Calar Alto (Almerı́a, Spain) in October 1992, December 1993 and December 1994 using the 2.20 m telescope of
the Centro Astronómico Hispano-Alemán (CAHA), the 1.52 m
telescope of the Observatorio Astronómico Nacional (OAN) and
the 1.23 m telescope of CAHA, respectively. A TEK#6 chip was
used in the CAHA telescopes and a coated THK 31156 in the
OAN telescope. Both chips have 1024 × 1024 pixels, being
the pixel size 0.2800 at 2.20 m, 0.3300 at 1.52 m and 0.50200 at
1.23 m telescopes. In the first run we took three overlapping
frames in the central region of IC 348, in the second run we reobserved one of these frames, and finally, in the last run, because
the chip area was bigger than former, we obtained new frames,
each one covering most of the three overlapping frames of the
first run. The number of observed frames, exposure times and
seeing are given in Table 1. Additional shorter exposures were
taken to avoid saturation of brightest stars. Dome flat frames
were obtained to normalise the response of each pixel.
About 20 different Landolt’s (1983, 1992) standard stars,
covering a wide range of spectral types, were also observed
each night in order to reproduce the Johnson-Cousins UBVRI
system.
The reduction from raw images to standard photometry was
performed following Jordi et al. (1995). We refer readers to this
for a fully detailed description of the procedure.
Bias level was evaluated individually for each frame by averaging the counts of the most stable pixels in the overscan
areas. Bias and dark current were subtracted from the frames.
As pointed out in previous papers (Galadı́-Enrı́quez et al. 1994,
Jordi et al. 1995), the way the shutter opens and closes affects
both the images and the flat-fielding process. The shutters of the
TEK#6 at 2.20 m and 1.23 m telescopes and the THK 31156 at
1.52 m telescope were analysed following Galadı́-Enrı́quez et
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Fig. 1. Internal errors as a function of apparent visual magnitude

al. (1994) and shutter effects were removed from flat-field and
object frames.
The frames were processed using the ESO image processing software MIDAS running in an IBM AIX6000 Mod. 540.
Aperture photometry and growth curves were obtained using the
DAOPHOT and DAOGROW programs (Stetson 1987, 1990).
Cross identification of stars in different frames was performed
using the DAOMATCH and DAOMASTER programs (Stetson
1993).
The coefficients of the transformation to the standard system
were computed by a least square method using the instrumental magnitudes of the standard stars and their standard magnitudes and colours in the Johnson-Cousins system. Standard stars
with residuals greater than 2σ were rejected. Transformation to
the standard system was performed in two steps, determining
first the extinction coefficients (equations (2) and (3) in Jordi et
al. (1995)). Independent reductions were made for each night,
which gave at least two independent measurements (different
telescopes and different chips) for most of the stars. The r.m.s.
residuals of the standard stars are given in Table 2.
Internal errors of individual measurements were computed
as described by Jordi et al. (1995), taking into account errors
in the instrumental magnitudes and errors in the transformation
equations, through the r.m.s. residuals of standards stars. Final
magnitude, colours and errors were obtained by averaging the
individual measurements of each star using the internal error as
a weight (Jordi et al. 1995, Rosselló et al. 1985). The final errors
as a function of apparent visual magnitude are given in Fig. 1.
No study of variability was performed.
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Table 1. Log of the observations (n gives the number of observed frames)
Telescope
2.20
1.52
1.23
1.23
1.23

m CAHA
m OAN
m CAHA
m CAHA
m CAHA

date
1992-10-24
1993-12-12
1994-12-09
1994-12-10
1994-12-11

U
900
2000
2000
2000
2000

exposure time(s)
B
V
R
600 300 100
800 500 200
500 500 200
500 500 200
500 500 200

I
200
600
300
300
300

seeing(”)

n

1.2
1.3
1.9
2.5
1.9

3
1
1
1
1

Table 2. Number of standard stars (N ) and their r.m.s. residuals (σ)
Night
1992-10-24
1993-12-12
1994-12-09
1994-12-10
1994-12-11

VB−V
N
σ
18 0.042
16 0.051
19 0.028
10 0.030
18 0.021

B−V
N
σ
19 0.030
17 0.025
19 0.028
10 0.040
20 0.012

U
N
16
14
17
9
17

−B
σ
0.036
0.027
0.035
0.045
0.054

V
N
20
18
20
11
20

−R
σ
0.059
0.021
0.021
0.016
0.015

The frame of 1994-12-09 was used as a master frame and
the others were tied into it. Since the pixel size was 0.502 arcsec the observed stars cover an area of about 9.50 × 9.50 . An
identification number was assigned to each star by increasing
right ascension. Equatorial coordinates were obtained from the
known PPM stars (Röser and Bastian, 1989) in the master frame,
taking one of them as origin and fitting the equations

where ∆ means the difference in the sense star minus origin.
The coefficients resulting from the fitting show a good alignment
of +x coordinate with +α and of +y with +δ; the coefficients a2
and b1 were almost zero.
Table 3 gives UBVRI data for 123 stars down to visual magnitude 21. (B–V) colour was measured for 96 stars, (U–B) colour
for 48, (V–R) colour for 122 and (V–I) colour for 120. Star centres are given as frame (x, y) and equatorial (α, δ) coordinates.
Observed stars were matched with IRAS PSC catalogue,
Simbad Data Base and X-ray sources quoted in Preibisch et al.
(1996). Cross identifications are given in Table 3 as notes. No
matches were found with IRAS point sources. Quoted spectral
types are from C̆ernis (1993) and Simbad Data Base.
Following Jordi et al. (1995) we estimated our sample to be
complete in V , R, and I down to V =18.5 mag. However, due
to the low detection of CCD cameras at short wavelengths, the
completeness in the four colour indices is obtained only down
to V =15.5 mag. Visual magnitude and four colour indices were
determined for 48 stars (39% of the sample).
Colour-colour diagrams are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
Harris et al. (1954), Strom et al. (1974) and Kwon & Lee
(1983) obtained UBV photometry in the region. C̆ernis (1993)
also derived V magnitude from Vilnius photometry. Although
there are few stars in common, we computed external photometric errors. Mean differences between previous photometric data
and ours and the number of stars in common are shown in Table

−I
σ
0.040
0.019
0.021
0.025
0.023

N
17
16
19
11
19

VV −R
σ
0.030
0.050
0.028
0.040
0.022

−0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
U−B

∆α cos δ = a0 + a1 ∆x + a2 ∆y
∆δ = b0 + b1 ∆x + b2 ∆y

V
N
18
17
19
10
19

1.5
2.0
2.5
Gingrich stars
non Gingrich stars

3.0
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Fig. 2. Observational colour-colour diagram. The solid line is the calibration by Schmidt-Kaler (1982) shifted by E(B–V)=0.71 and taken
E(U–B)/E(B–V)=0.837

4. The greatest average difference and dispersion were found
for the (U–B) colour, due to the difficulty of CCD measurements at short wavelengths and to the well-known homogeneity
problems with this index (Bessel 1990).
3. Analysis of membership
Reddening makes the representative points of the stars on
colour-colour diagrams move away from the standard calibrations. Jordi et al. (1996) described a suitable method to obtain
individual reddening values from colour-colour diagrams by
moving the standard calibrations step by step in a wide range of
reddening values and finding the most probable ones. For each
star, the method defines an adimensional value called proximity
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Kaler (1982) for luminosity class V. So, the derived individual
reddening is independent of the calibration adopted. Each point
of the calibration was reddened along a line whose slope was
taken from Straiz̆ys (1992).

0.0
0.5
1.0

As standard calibration for the (B–V,V–I) plane, we used the
[(B–V)o ,(V-I)o ] relation by Straiz̆ys (1992) fitted by an eightdegree polynomial. The slope of the reddening line was E(V–
I)/E(B–V)=1.492 (Scheffler 1982).

V−I
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Fig. 3. Observational colour-colour diagram. The solid line is the
calibration by Straiz̆ys (1992) shifted by E(B–V)=0.71 and taken
E(V–I)/E(B–V)=1.492

Table 4. External errors: several authors - ours

∆V
∆(B − V )
∆(U − B)

Harris et al. (1954)
(11 stars)
+0.001 ± 0.030
−0.004 ± 0.009
+0.053 ± 0.086

Strom et al. (1974)
(10 stars)
+0.015 ± 0.048
−0.021 ± 0.019
+0.043 ± 0.092

∆V
∆(B − V )
∆(U − B)

Kwon & Lee (1983)
(11 stars)
+0.002 ± 0.060
−0.025 ± 0.025
+0.032 ± 0.114

C̆ernis (1993)
(13 stars)
−0.023 ± 0.056
–
–

parameter d to each shifted calibration and looks for local minima, which we refer to as reddening solutions. Each reddening
solution yields a value of E(B–V) for the observed star and also
its intrinsic colours (B–V)o and (U–B)o or (V–I)o , depending on
the observational plane. Due to the shape of the calibrations,
more than one reddening solution could be found for a given
star and then additional information would be needed in order
to decide which of the reddening solutions is the most appropriate.
We applied the method to the observational plane (B–V,U–B)
ranging from (B–V)o = −0.33 to (B–V)o = 1.64. For the stars
without observed (U–B) colour we used the (B–V,V–I) plane
ranging from (B–V)o = 1.6 to (B–V)o = 2.0. For stars with (B–
V)o < 1.6 the reddening line is almost parallel to the calibration
and the dereddening procedure gives unreliable solutions.
As standard calibration for the (B–V,U–B) plane, we used
the [(B–V)o ,(U–B)o ] relation by Schmidt-Kaler (1982) for the
ZAMS, fitted by a ten-degree polynomial. This calibration is
rather similar to that by Mermilliod (1981) but it covers a wider
range of colour indices, and it is very similar to that by Schmidt-

We considered a colour excess interval of -0.050 < E(B–V)
< 4.000 mag explored in steps of 0.001 mag, which includes the
whole range of reddening values expected for IC 348. Negative
values were introduced in order to take into account observational errors and cosmic dispersion for the stars close to the
calibration lines. Reddening solutions with proximity parameter d > 1 were not taken into account thereafter.
Jordi et al. (1996) selected member candidates of
Cepheus OB3 association by comparing the colour excess and
the distance modulus of each reddening solution with the average values of the previously known members. Distance modula in Cepheus OB3 were computed through a colour-absolute
magnitude calibration [(B–V)o ,Mv ] for the ZAMS. The problem in IC 348 is slightly different because we have to take into
account the presence of PMS stars already quoted by previous
authors.
From our photometry we computed the average colour excess of the brightest known members of IC 348, obtaining a
value of E(B–V)=0.71±0.24 mag. We accepted as preliminary
candidate members those stars for which at least one reddening solution was available in a 2σ margin of this average value.
Fig. 4a shows the location of the known members and the preliminary candidates in the (V–R,V) colour-magnitude diagram.
As dashed line we overplotted the absolute magnitude [(V–
I)o , Mv ] calibration by Reid & Gilmore (1982), for main sequence stars, transformed to a [(V–R)o , Mv ] calibration using
Straiz̆ys (1992), shifted by the average colour excess and absorption and assuming a distance to the cluster of 260 pc (C̆ernis
1993). As can be seen, most of the preliminary candidates are
placed above the relation for class V stars, the redder the star
the greater the displacement. This confirms the presence of PMS
stars and indicates that instead of looking for members around
the ZAMS relation, they should be sought around an “observational isochrone” defined by the preliminary candidates. A
fourth-degree polynomial was fitted to these preliminary candidates to compute the observational isochrone. It is drawn in
Fig. 4a as solid line and we would remark that the stars identified as PMS stars in previous studies, are located very close to
the observational isochrone. Those stars, from the whole sample of 123 observed stars, located inside a 3σ margin of the
observational isochrone were accepted as candidate members.
Analogously, the procedure was applied to the (B–V, V) and
(V–I, V) planes (Figs. 4b and 4c) and those candidates in the
three planes were finally accepted as members of the cluster
(114 stars). They are labeled “M” in Table 3. They represent
a group of stars with similar reddening and placed about the
same distance from us. All of our observed stars that present
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Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of the observed stars. Signs (+) correspond
to the centres of the sub-clusters a, h and i of Lada & Lada (1995).
Sign (×) shows the centre of the new visual sub-cluster identified in
this work
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the absolute magnitude calibration by Schmidt-Kaler (1982)
(star number 93, already known to be a PMS star, was rejected
since the absolute magnitude calibration is not suitable). This
determination is in good agreement with that by C̆ernis (1993).
As the author used a larger sample than us to determine the
cluster distance, we decided to adopt his determination of 260
± 16 pc.
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Fig. 4a–c. Observational colour-magnitude diagrams. Dashed line in
a is the calibration by Reid & Gilmore (1982) for main sequence stars
shifted by the average colour excess and absorption and assuming a distance of 260 pc. Filled circles are stars with at least one reddening solution compatible and open circles are stars with reddening solutions non
compatible or without reddening solution (see text). Solid line are fits
to preliminary candidate members (σV −R = 0.947, σB−V = 1.029,
σV −I = 1.001) and dotted lines represent the acceptance margin of 3σ

Hα and/or X-ray emission (Preibisch et al., 1996) were classified as members by the described procedure.
For the brightest members, Table 5 indicates the individual
colour excess, absorption (computed using the ratio of total-toselective absorption by Straiz̆ys (1992) as a function of (B–V)o )
and the intrinsic colours. Appropriate reddening solution was
selected from multiple solutions by comparison with the colour
excess of the previously known neighbour members. The mean
colour excess and visual absorption of stars listed in Table 5 are
0.85 ± 0.28 and 2.80 ± 0.93 mag, respectively.
The brightest previously known members are placed at a
mean distance modulus of 6.90 ± 0.93 mag, i.e. 240 pc, using

4. Discussion
4.1. Population and spatial distribution
The analysis of the membership yields a population of the cluster
of 114 stars in the area studied, which represents 93% of the
observed stars.
The cluster shows structure and noticeable inhomogeneities
in reddening and absorption. The spatial distribution (Fig. 5)
in our observed area roughly follows the K band star counts
by Lada & Lada (1995). Our area corresponds mainly to their
densest sub-cluster, a, and also includes sub-clusters h and i.
With our passbands, the sub-cluster i is also relevant but the
sub-cluster h is less evident due to the youth of the sub-cluster,
giving few visual stars, or to deficiency of our sample, since this
sub-cluster is placed at the edge of our field. Table 6 gives the
stellar density of sub-cluster a as a function of the distance to its
centre (x ≈ 750, y ≈ 650; α ≈ 3h 44m 34s , δ ≈ 32o 90 2500 ). The
surface density decreases approximately as r−1 , as found by
McCaughrean & Stauffer (1994) in young embedded clusters.
However, the central density is lower than that found by Lada
& Lada (1995) in the K band. This may be due to the different
passband used and the limiting magnitude of the observations.
In contrast, the surface density of the sub-cluster i is found to
be of the same value as Lada & Lada (1995). Because of the
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Table 6. Surface stellar density in the sub-cluster a of IC 348
Radius
(pc)
0.08
0.16
0.24
0.32

Number
of stars
13
31
50
74

Density
(stars pc−2 )
647
385
276
230

Number
of members
12
30
49
71

16

Density
(stars pc−2 )
597
373
271
221

V−R
V−I

14

12
Ψ 10

presence of gas and dust, optical detection is less effective in
region a than in region i.
At the south-east another sub-cluster appears that is not evident in the previous study. It is placed at (x ≈ 850, y ≈ 0;
α ≈ 3h 44m 38s , δ ≈ 32o 30 5700 ), with a radius of about 0.09 pc
and a population of 12 stars (10 being assumed as members),
giving a surface stellar density of 472 stars pc−2 , similar to that
of the i sub-cluster.

6

4
5.0

5.5

6.0

6.5
7.0
log age

7.5

8.0

8.5

Fig. 6. Mean distance of members from each isochrone in the magnitude colour diagrams (V–R, V) and (V–I, V)

4.2. Ages
Strom et al. (1974) estimated the age of the IC 348 open cluster to be about 5-20 106 yr, while, from simulations, Lada
& Lada (1995) derived continuous star formation over the
last 5-7 106 yr.
In computing ages in the present work, PMS tracks for low
mass stars were taken from D’Antona & Mazzitelli (1994) using
Alexander et al. (1989) and Rogers & Iglesias (1992) opacities,
and the Canuto & Mazzitelli (1990) model for the stellar convection. Isochrones were derived in terms of luminosity and
effective temperature from tracks of different stellar masses.
The isochrones were translated onto colour-magnitude diagram by meants of Bohm-Vitense (1981) and Arribas & Martinez Roger (1988) to convert Teff to (B–V)o , Straiz̆ys (1992) to
convert (B–V)o to (V–R)o or (V–I)o and Malagnini et al. (1986) to
convert stellar luminosity to absolute magnitude. Mean colour
excess and distance modulus from the previously known members (Gingrich’s stars) were used to obtain the isochrones in the
observational plane.
Once in the observational plane, (V–R, V) for example, the
distance of the star member j of the cluster to a given isochrone
was computed as:

d2j = M INi=1,...,n

8



Vj −Vi
σVj

2


+

(V −R)j −(V −R)i
σ(V −R)j

2 

where Vi and (V–R)i are the different points of the isochrone
given by different stellar masses.
Following Flannery & Johnson (1982), a mean distance of
all member stars to the isochrone can be obtained by:

P
Ψ =
j=1,...,N dj /N
where N is the number of stars in the sample of members. On the
assumption that all the stars have the same age, the minimum
value of Ψ gives the most probably age of the cluster. Fig. 6
shows the computed Ψ as a function of the log age in the range

8
observational isochrone
3 10**6 yr
7 10**6 yr

10
12
14
V
16
18
20
22
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

V−R

Fig. 7. Observational colour-magnitude diagram for the 114 accepted
members of IC 348. Solid line is the “observational isochrone” (see
text). Dashed and dotted lines correspond to the PMS isochrones of
D’Antona & Mazzitelli (1994) with CM model for stellar convection,
shifted by the average colour excess and absorption and assuming a
distance of 260 pc

of 3 105 and 108 yr as derived from the observational planes
(V–R, V) and (V–I, V). Uncertainties in the transformations and
different observational errors may explain the slight difference
in the two minima. From the figure an age of 3-7 106 yr for
IC 348 is derived. This result is compatible with the age quoted
by Strom et al. (1974). However, the rather high value of Ψ
could indicate the presence of a significant spread of ages and
the assumption that all the stars have the same age may not be
valid, as pointed out by Lada & Lada (1995).
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Fig. 7 shows the colour-magnitude diagram of the sample of
114 stars accepted as members of IC 348, with the isochrones
of 3 106 and 7 106 yr. The “observational isochrone” as fitted in
Sect. 3 is overplotted for reference.
5. Conclusions
Deep UBVRI-CCD photometry for 123 stars, down to apparent
visual magnitude 21, in the central region of IC 348 open cluster
was obtained. Colour-colour and colour-magnitude diagrams
allow us to classify 114 of the observed stars as members of the
cluster on the basis of similar colour excess and distance. For the
brightest members, we give the computed individual reddening.
A strong variation of the colour excess over the field is found,
so large inhomogeneities in the distribution of the interstellar
medium can be deduced.
The decrease in the stellar surface density towards the outer
regions of the cluster as a whole, and the sub-clustering agree
rather well with JHK studies by Lada & Lada (1995). A new
visual sub-cluster at the south of the densest concentration (subcluster a) has been identified, with a surface stellar density similar to other sub-clusters in the field.
Our colour-magnitude diagrams indicate a large population
of PMS stars, some of them already identified as PMS by previous authors (by their Hα emission).
From recent PMS evolutionary models for low mass stars,
we derived an age of 3-7 106 yr for the cluster, which is compatible with previous estimations of the age. There are indications,
however, that a continous star formation model may be more
reliable than a coeval model.
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